Influences of surface chemistry and swelling of salt-treated polyelectrolyte multilayers on migration of smooth muscle cells
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The cell migration plays a crucial role in a variety of physiological and pathological processes and can be regulated by the cell–substrate interactions. We found previously that the poly(sodium 4-styrenesulphonate) (PSS)/poly(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDADMAC) multilayers post-treated in 1–5 M NaCl solutions result in continuous changes of their physico-chemical properties such as thickness, chemical composition, surface charge, swelling ratio and wettability. In this study, the responses of human smooth muscle cells (SMCs) on these salt-treated multilayers, particularly the governing factors of cellular migration that offer principles for designing therapeutics and implants, were disclosed. The cell migration rate was slowest on the 3 M NaCl-treated multilayers, which was comparable with that on tissue culture plates, but it was highest on 5 M NaCl-treated multilayers. To elucidate the intrinsic mechanisms, cell adhesion, proliferation, adhesion and related gene expressions were further investigated. The SMCs preferred to attach, spread and proliferate on the PSS-dominated surfaces with well-organized focal adhesion and actin fibres, especially on the 3 M NaCl-treated multilayers, while were kept round and showed low viability on the PDADMAC-dominated surfaces. The relative mRNA expression levels of adhesion-related genes such as fibronectin, laminin and focal adhesion kinase, and migration-related genes such as myosin IIA and Cdc42 were compared to explain the different cellular behaviours. These results reveal that the surface chemistry and the swelling of the salt-treated multilayers govern the cell migration behaviours.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major challenges in regenerative medicine and tissue engineering is to optimize the material–cell interactions, and upon successful optimization, cell adhesion, proliferation, migration and differentiation can be modulated in a controlled manner. Cell adhesion, proliferation and differentiation behaviours on substrates are influenced by surface physico-chemical properties such as topography or roughness, hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity, charge, chemical groups, types of ligands and stiffness [1–6]. However, cell migration behaviours on different materials, which are essential for understanding the tissue regeneration process and for developing regenerative materials, are less understood. Previous studies show that cell migration is mediated through interactions with the surface-bound extracellular matrix proteins, growth factors and small ligands, such as collagen [7], fibronectin [8], laminin [9], VEGF [10], bFGF [11] and RGD [12,13]. Besides, cell migration also can be dominated by the chemical and physical properties of the substrates. For example, Webb et al. found that the migration rate of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts is significantly slower on the thiol surface compared with the oxidized thiol, quaternary amine and methyl surfaces [14]. Pelham & Wang [6] and Lo et al. [15] showed that cell motility can be governed purely by the substrate rigidity. In general, cells on flexible substrates display a larger migration rate and can move from the soft region towards the rigid side of the substrate. More recently, we found that the cell mobility rate is increased initially along with the increase in poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) amount on the surface, and reaches maximum values at a moderate grafting mass between 300 and 500 ng cm$^{-2}$ [16].

Among the various surface engineering methods, the layer-by-layer assembly, refined by Decher in the 1990s
can be diversely used to tailor substrate properties in terms of cell adhesion, proliferation and differentiation [23,26–28]. So far, both cell attractive and cell resistive PEMs have been made by using different building blocks [29–31]. Moreover, Picart et al. [32,33] found that the cell adhesion, proliferation and differentiation also strongly depend on the mechanical properties of PEMs. Those multilayers containing natural polysaccharides such as poly (l-lysine)/hyaluronic are usually highly hydrated, and thereby can resist cell adhesion. By contrast, the cells can adhere onto the cross-linked PEMs as a result of stiffness enhancement.

Multilayers composed of strong polyelectrolytes of poly(sodium 4-styrenesulphonate) (PSS)/poly(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDADMAC) have been employed either alone or by integration of other components so as to modify the surface of the biomaterials. For example, gelatin was coated on the PSS/PDADMAC multilayers-modified nanofibres to improve L929 mouse fibroblast adhesion [34]. The PSS/PDADMAC multilayers also are used to regulate primary hepatocytes, which prefer to attach and spread on PSS but not on the PDADMAC surface, in a protein-free medium [2,35]. Mendelsohn et al. [26] compared the PSS/PDADMAC multilayers constructed with and without extraneous salt, and found that the PEMs assembled with salt are more cytoplasmic owing to a much less dense ionic cross-linking character. Recently, we found that the physico-chemical properties of the PSS/PDADMAC multilayers could be effectively modulated by post-treatment with different concentrations of NaCl solutions [36]. For the multilayers-1 M and multilayers-2 M (the multilayers post-treated with 1 and 2 M NaCl solutions, respectively), the original structures and properties of the multilayers are mostly retained, with a PDADMAC-dominated and positively charged surface and larger swelling ratios in water. The hardly swollen multilayers-3 M, by contrast, have a PSS-dominated and negatively charged surface as a result of a larger loss of PDADMAC. For the multilayers-4 and 5 M, PSS becomes abundant on the surface and the swelling ratios are quite high, especially for the multilayers-5 M, which shows the highest hydration extent in water. These salt-treated multilayers with different physico-chemical properties (chemical composition, surface charge and hydration degree) are expected to show different performances in regulating cell migration as will be shown in this pioneering study, obtaining a comprehensive view of the parameters governing cell migration.

The human vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs) are essential for blood vessels, especially during vessel remodelling in physiological conditions such as pregnancy and exercise, or after vascular injury [37]. In some vascular surgeries, SMC migration may induce thrombosis and intimal hyperplasia, especially revascularization for small diameter blood vessel tissue engineering [38]. Hence, regulation of SMC motility on biomaterials is critical to the performance of blood-contacting implants and vascular tissue engineering scaffolds. For example, SMCs display a distinct morphology in softer scaffolds with more fibre looping, resulting in a stronger cell migration ability and enhanced healing effect in a rat abdominal wall replacement model [39].

In this work, the physico-chemical properties of the salt-treated multilayers in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and cell-culture medium will be studied, in which the cells are cultured and thereby these properties are intrinsically tied with the cell responses. The migration behaviours of SMCs are then monitored in situ on these salt-treated multilayers. Cell adhesion, organization of focal adhesions and cytoskeleton, as well as adhesion and migration-related gene expression are characterized to reveal the mediating mechanism. This study will clarify cellular migration behaviours on substrates with different physico-chemical properties, which is of paramount importance to elucidate the factors governing cell migration and in turn to apply the principles to the development of novel biomaterials.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Materials

Polyethyleneimine (PEI, $M_w = 25 \text{ kDa}$), PDADMAC ($M_w = 200–350 \text{ kDa}$), PSS ($M_w = 70 \text{ kDa}$), fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and propidium iodide (PI) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. The water used in this work was purified by a Milli-Q water system (Millipore, USA). All the polyelectrolytes were prepared to a final concentration of 1 mg 1$^{-1}$ aqueous solutions. PEI was dissolved in water, and PSS and PDADMAC were supplemented with 1 M NaCl. Quartz, glass and silicon wafers were cleaned in piranha solution ($7:3 \text{ v/v}\% \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$/$\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$). After rinsed with water, they were dried under a smooth stream of N$_2$.

2.2. Multilayer assembly

To ensure the successful adsorption, a precursory layer of PEI was deposited on the silicon wafers. PSS and PDADMAC were then alternately assembled by auto-dipping at 20°C. Between alternate exposures to the two kinds of polymer solutions for 20 min, there were three rinses with 0.1 M NaCl solutions for 3 min. In the last step, the films were immersed in triple-distilled water for at least 5 min to eliminate the adsorbed salt. A total of seven bilayers were assembled and the multilayers are expressed as (PSS/PDADMAC)$_7$.

2.3. Post-treatment of the multilayers in NaCl solutions

The (PSS/PDADMAC)$_7$ multilayers were incubated in 1–5 M NaCl solutions at room temperature for 2 h and
were then rinsed with water and dried under a smooth stream of N₂, respectively. Because the PEMs were assembled in the 1 M NaCl solution, the physicochemical properties of the pristine PEMs are identical to the multilayers-1 M [36,40].

2.4. Spectroscopic ellipsometry

The thickness of the multilayers was determined in air and liquid (water or PBS) from a spectroscopic ellipsometer (model M2000D, J. A. Woollam Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) at an incident angle of 75° within a wavelength range of 300–1700 nm and 300–1100 nm, respectively. The thickness was calculated from the ellipsometric parameters, Δ and ψ, using a Cauchy model. The swelling ratio was defined as the ratio of multilayer thicknesses in wet and dry states, respectively.

2.5. Water contact angle measurement

The surface static contact angles of the multilayers were measured directly by dropping 1 μl of ultrapure water using a Krüss DSA 100 system at ambient temperature.

2.6. Surface charge properties

The surface zeta potentials of the multilayers were measured in 10 mM NaCl, using Delsa Nano Series particle size analysers (Beckman Coulter, USA), via electrophoresis technology.

2.7. Cell culture

The human vascular SMCs were obtained from the Cell Bank of Typical Culture Collection of Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). The cells were maintained in a regular growth medium consisting of high-glucose DMEM (Gibco, USA) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS, Sijóin Inc., Hangzhou, China), 100 U ml⁻¹ penicillin and 100 μg ml⁻¹ streptomycin and cultured at 37°C in a 5% CO₂ humidified environment.

2.8. Cell migration

Before cell culture, the salt-treated multilayers were sterilized under UV light for 1 h. The SMCs were then plated on the salt-etched multilayers at a low cell density (5 × 10³ cells cm⁻²) in order to minimize the influence of cell–cell interactions. Approximately 12 h after the cell plating in 10 per cent FBS DMEM, the cell migration was in situ recorded using a time-lapse phase-contrast microscope (IX81, Olympus) equipped with an incubation chamber (37°C and 5% CO₂ humidified atmosphere).

The SMC trajectories were reconstructed from the centre positions of individual cells over the whole observation time. The cell migration distance (S) and displacement (D) was calculated by IMAGEPRO Plus software according to the following equations at 1 h time intervals over the observation time of 24 h (t). Here, the SMC trajectories and migration rate (v = S/t) are calculated only from viable cells, because the dead cells are unable to spread and migrate. Hence, the fraction of migrated cells is equal to the ratio of live cells (for detail, see §2.9 cell adhesion).

\[ S = \sum_{i=1}^{t} \sqrt{(x_i - x_{i-1})^2 + (y_i - y_{i-1})^2} \]

and

\[ D = \sqrt{x_i^2 + y_i^2}, \]

where \( x_i \) (or \( y_i \)) and \( x_{i-1} \) (or \( y_{i-1} \)) represent x-axis (or y-axis) coordinates of cell centre positions at the \( i \) and \( i-1 \) time, respectively. \( x_i \) and \( y_i \) values are set as 0. At least 15 cells were calculated for each sample.

2.9. Cell adhesion

The cells were seeded on the multilayer surfaces at a density of 2.5 × 10⁴ cm⁻² with or without 10 per cent FBS. Four hours later, the slides were rinsed with PBS. After the cells were stained by a mixture of 5 μg ml⁻¹ FDA (for living cells) and 20 μg ml⁻¹ PI (for dead cells) for 20 min, they were gently rinsed with PBS for two times and subjected to livability analysis under a fluorescence microscope (PBS was streamed down along the wall of the well to avoid washing away the dead cells). The ratio of live cells is defined as the (live cell number/total cell number) × 100%, which can also be regarded as the fraction of migrated cells. For the cell adhesion study, the cells cultured for 4 h in 10 per cent FBS growth medium were stained by FDA and counted under the fluorescence microscope. A total of 40 observations from 10 positions on each of four samples were adopted to calculate the ratio of live cells on each type of multilayers.

2.10. Cell proliferation

Cell proliferation was characterized by cell number, MTT (3-(4,5-dimethyl thiazol-2-yl)-2,5-dimethyl tetrazolium bromide) and cell cycle assays. Briefly, the cells were plated at a density of 2.5 × 10³ cells cm⁻². Four hours, 24 h and 48 h later, the cell number was determined by stochastic count after FDA staining. A total of 40 observations from 10 positions on each of four samples were adopted to calculate the cell number. For the MTT assay, after the cells were cultured on the multilayers at determined time intervals, 50 μl MTT (5 mg ml⁻¹) was added to each well. Four hours later, the dark blue formazan crystals generated by the mitochondrial dehydrogenase in the cells were dissolved by dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO), and the absorbance at 570 nm was measured by a microplate reader (Model 550, Bio Rad). The results were averaged from four parallel samples. For quantification of the cell cycle, after culture on the multilayers for 24 h, the cells were carefully rinsed twice by PBS, and then trypsinized and fixed overnight in 75 per cent ethanol at −20°C. After the treatments with a mixture of RNase, PI and Triton X-100 for 30 min, the samples were analysed by flow cytometry (FACS Calibur, Becton Dickinson BD) with excitation at 488 nm and a 560 nm band pass filter for red fluorescence of PI. A total of 1 × 10⁴ cells were analysed for each sample, and the results were averaged from four parallel samples.
2.11. Organization of focal adhesions and cytoskeleton

Fluorescent staining of actin, vinculin and cell nuclei was carried out to study the cell morphology, spreading area and focal adhesion. Briefly, after culture in the medium containing 10 per cent FBS for 4 or 24 h, the SMCs were carefully washed with PBS and then fixed for 30 min with 4 per cent paraformaldehyde at 37°C. The cells were further treated for 10 min with 0.5% Triton X-100/PBS at 4°C so as to increase the permeability of the cell membrane. After rinsing with PBS for three times, they were incubated in 1 per cent bovine serum albumin (BSA)/PBS for 30 min and then in a mouse monoclonal antibody against human vinculin (Sigma) for 1 h. After washing twice in 1 per cent BSA/PBS, they were further stained with FITC-labelled goat anti-mouse IgG (Beyotime, China), rhodamine phalloidin (Invitrogen) and DAPI (Sigma) for 1 h, followed by three washes in PBS. A total of 60 cells on each type of multilayers were observed under a confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM, LSM 510, Carl Zeiss). The images were analysed with LSM Image Browser software to determine the cell spreading extent and average cell area.

2.12. Real-time RT-PCR analysis

Real-time quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (real-time RT-PCR) analysis was conducted to examine the expression profiles of adhesion and migration-specific genes for fibronectin, laminin, focal adhesion kinase (FAK), myosin IIA and Cdc42 in the SMCs. Briefly, after the cells were cultured on the multilayers for 24 h, total RNA was extracted using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions and quantified by using a biophotometer (Eppendorf, Germany). In each sample, 2 mg RNA was used for reverse transcription under standard conditions using M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase cDNA synthesis kit (Promega, USA). The resulting cDNA was used as a template in subsequent PCR amplifications. The primer sequences used in this study are listed in table 1. Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was used as the endogenous reference housekeeping gene. The real-time PCR reactions were carried out with the SYBR Premix Ex-Taq Kit (Takara, Japan) and iQ qPCR system (Bio Rad, USA). The relative gene expression values were calculated with the comparative DDCT (threshold cycle) method, and normalized to the housekeeping gene.

2.13. Statistical analysis

The data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (s.d.). The statistical significance between groups was determined by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) in the Origin software. The Tukey keys comparison method was performed, and the statistical significance was set as p < 0.05.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Physico-chemical properties of salt-treated multilayers

The salt post-treatment is a simple, quick, nontoxic and versatile way to modulate the structures and properties of PSS/PDADMAC multilayers. The physico-chemical properties of the multilayers treated with NaCl solutions of different concentrations are summarized in table 2. The molar ratios of PSS/PDADMAC multilayers were enhanced along with the increase in salt concentrations. Meanwhile, the surface chemistry was changed from positive PDADMAC domination below 2 M NaCl to negative PSS domination above 3 M NaCl. The zeta potentials of the multilayers treated with 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 M salt solutions were +40, +25, −47, −39 and −29 mV, respectively [36]. The absolute values of the zeta potentials were obviously decreased after the multilayers were incubated in a serum-containing medium owing to the adsorption of serum proteins. However, no charge reversal was found, and the values kept around +15–20 mV for the multilayers-1 and 2 M, and -15 mV for the multilayers-3, 4 and 5 M, respectively. The water contact angles were initially decreased along with the increase of salt concentrations until 3 M NaCl (32°), and then increased

Table 1. Primer sequences and PCR product lengths for fibronectin, laminin, FAK, myosin IIA, Cdc42 and GAPDH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gene</th>
<th>primer sequence</th>
<th>length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fibronectin</td>
<td>5’ CCTGGCACCCTCTCTGGTCAGCAAC 3’</td>
<td>133 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5’ CCTACATTCCGCGGTATATGGTC 3’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laminin</td>
<td>5’ CACCTATGTCGTTCAAGTCTCC 3’</td>
<td>170 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5’ CCTGCTGTCCTCCCTGCTCTG 3’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAK</td>
<td>5’ CTCCTGTTGGAATGGGCAGAGATAT 3’</td>
<td>183 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5’ GCAGGTTGACTGAGCGGGAAC 3’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myosin IIA</td>
<td>5’ CGAAGAGGATGATGGCAAACGGAT 3’</td>
<td>105 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5’ GGAGGCTGTGCTGCTCTAGT 3’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cdc42</td>
<td>5’ GCTGGGACTACAGGTCATCATCAGAT 3’</td>
<td>106 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5’ CAACAGCAACCAGCGCCACAACA 3’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>5’ CTGGCCCTCTCTGGTCGACAGT 3’</td>
<td>170 bp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5’ CCGTGGACTCCGACCTTCAC 3’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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again (52°) for the multilayers-5 M). The overall roughness (RMS) of the multilayers in PBS was varied within a small range, i.e. 11.0 ± 1.7, 4.1 ± 1.3, 3.6 ± 2.2, 6.4 ± 0.1, 4.6 ± 0.4 nm for the multilayers-1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 M, respectively [36]. The dry thicknesses of the multilayers treated with 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 M NaCl solutions measured by ellipsometry were 182, 172, 142, 89 and 30 nm, respectively. The thickness in air was confirmed by atomic force microscopy, verifying the accuracy of the ellipsometry data [41]. Therefore, significant mass loss occurred along with the increase in NaCl concentrations. After the multilayers were immersed in DMEM/10 per cent FBS medium for 2 h, their dry thicknesses increased to 218, 197, 158, 104 and 59 nm, respectively, confirming the serum protein absorption on the multilayers. The larger amount of protein adsorption on the multilayers-1 M might be attributed to the fact that the proteins could penetrate into the bulk of the positively charged and highly swollen PEMs [42]. After immersion in cell culture medium for 2 d, the thicknesses of the multilayers were not reduced, suggesting that the multilayers were stable in vitro and suitable for cell culture. After salt treatment, the swelling ratios of the multilayers in both water and PBS declined along with the increase of salt concentration until 3 M, and then increased significantly at higher concentrations of salt solutions (table 2). The swelling ratio in water also fits well with the results obtained by QCM measurement in a previous report [36]. This trend was unchanged after the multilayers were immersed in the DMEM/10 per cent FBS medium, but the absolute values of the swelling ratios were reduced slightly because some of the water in the multilayers was replaced after protein adsorption [43].

### 3.2. Cell migration

Cell migration is a dynamic process of cell adhesion and detachment on a surface. A time-lapse phase-contrast microscope was used to record the in situ cell migration trajectories during 24 h culture (figure 1a), according to which the cell migration rate was calculated (figure 1b). The cell movement on the multilayers was random, which was confirmed by the almost 0 net cell migration velocities in x- and y-directions (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Because the dead cells do not contribute to the migration, they are not considered in the migration study. Namely, the fraction of migrated cells is equal to the live-cell ratio shown in figure 2a. After 24 h, almost all the cells on the multilayers-1, 2, 4 and 5 M migrated a longer distance (S) than their characteristic length (L; for detail see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2), namely, the fraction of S > L was 100 per cent. This fraction dropped to 28 per cent and 40 per cent on TCPS and the multilayers-3 M, respectively. Moreover, the fractions of cells whose migration displacement (D) was larger than their characteristic length (D > L) were 60, 64, 0, 85 and 95 per cent on the multilayers-1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 M, respectively. The fraction on TCPS was 32 per cent. The migration rate (figure 1b) was slowest on the multilayers-3 M (4.8 ± 2 μm h⁻¹), which was closest to that on the TCPS (3.6 ± 1.3 μm h⁻¹) and the multilayers-2 M (6.0 ± 1.7 μm h⁻¹) (p > 0.05). Cell migration rate was significantly improved to approximately 9–10 μm h⁻¹ on the multilayers-1 M and the multilayers-4 M (p < 0.05), and reached the highest value of 16.8 ± 5.3 μm h⁻¹ on the multilayers-5 M (p < 0.05).

In addition, the relative cell migration ability (S/L) was introduced because the cells had a different characteristic length on the various salt-treated multilayers (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2). As shown in figure 1c, in general, the relative cell migration ability had a similar alteration trend to that of the cell migration rate (figure 1b), except that the range of variation was enlarged. After 24 h migration, the cells on the multilayers-3 M moved a similar distance to their characteristic length (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2, approx. 100 μm), which is similar to those on the TCPS and

---

**Table 2.** The physico-chemical properties of (PSS/PDADMAC)₇ multilayers after being treated by 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 M NaCl, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>samples²</th>
<th>1 M</th>
<th>2 M</th>
<th>3 M</th>
<th>4 M</th>
<th>5 M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>surface-dominated polyelectrolytes</td>
<td>PDADMAC</td>
<td>PDADMAC</td>
<td>PSS</td>
<td>PSS</td>
<td>PSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zeta potentials (mV)</td>
<td>+41 ± 10</td>
<td>+26 ± 8</td>
<td>-47 ± 9</td>
<td>-38 ± 9</td>
<td>-29 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zeta potentials in DMEM/10% FBS (mV)</td>
<td>+21 ± 5</td>
<td>+11 ± 5</td>
<td>-15 ± 5</td>
<td>-13 ± 4</td>
<td>-10 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water contact angle (°)</td>
<td>64 ± 6</td>
<td>52 ± 8</td>
<td>32 ± 7</td>
<td>47 ± 10</td>
<td>52 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roughness in PBS (nm)</td>
<td>13.0 ± 1.7</td>
<td>4.1 ± 1.3</td>
<td>3.6 ± 2.2</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.6 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dry thickness (nm)</td>
<td>182 ± 3</td>
<td>172 ± 1</td>
<td>142 ± 1</td>
<td>89 ± 2</td>
<td>30 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thickness in PBS (nm)</td>
<td>428 ± 3</td>
<td>255 ± 3</td>
<td>185 ± 1</td>
<td>188 ± 14</td>
<td>154 ± 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swelling ratio in PBS</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>5.1 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swelling ratio in water</td>
<td>5.4 ± 1.4</td>
<td>3.4 ± 1.4</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0</td>
<td>4.3 ± 1.4</td>
<td>7.7 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dry thickness after immersion in DMEM/10% FBS (nm)</td>
<td>218 ± 4</td>
<td>197 ± 14</td>
<td>158 ± 9</td>
<td>104 ± 9</td>
<td>59 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swelling ratio in DMEM/10% FBS</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>4.6 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dry thickness after incubation in DMEM/10% FBS for 2 days (nm)</td>
<td>210 ± 14</td>
<td>192 ± 12</td>
<td>161 ± 11</td>
<td>118 ± 8</td>
<td>68 ± 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

²The data of surface-dominated polyelectrolytes, zeta potentials, roughness in PBS, dry thicknesses and swelling ratios in water were cited from Han et al. [36]. To test the physico-chemical properties of the multilayers in cell culture environment, the salt-treated multilayers were immersed into DMEM/10% FBS for 4 h at 37°C, if not otherwise stated.
the multilayers-2 M ($p > 0.05$). By contrast, the relative cell migration ability was significantly enhanced on the multilayers-4 M ($p < 0.05$), and further enhanced to a greater extent on the multilayers-1 M and multilayers-5 M ($p < 0.05$) with a ratio of $4.2 \pm 1.0$ and $5.7 \pm 1.4$ (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2, approx. $50 \, \mu m$ and approx. $75 \, \mu m$), respectively. All the results reveal that the cell mobility on the salt-treated multilayers is reduced initially until 3 M, and then increased again. The lowest cell mobility is found on the multilayers-3 M, which is similar to that on the TCPS.

3.3. Cell adhesion

Cell adhesion has a significant influence on cell migration, because the SMCs must attach to the substrate and then form protrusion to migrate. In order to explore the mechanism of cell migration, the adhesion of SMCs on the multilayers was quantitatively examined in the presence and absence of FBS [44]. In the absence of serum, two sharp contrast results were obtained (figure 2a): all the cells were dead on the PDADMAC-dominated surfaces (the multilayers-1, 2 M), but were alive on the PSS-dominated surfaces (the multilayers-3, 4, 5 M). In the presence of 10 per cent FBS, the live cell ratios on the multilayers-1 and 2 M were improved to $71 \pm 7\%$ and $93 \pm 3\%$, respectively, while kept unchanged (100%) on the PSS-dominated surfaces ($p < 0.05$) (figure 2a). In all other experiments, the results were obtained in the presence of 10 per cent FBS to ensure adequate cell viability.

Cell spreading was further observed and quantified by cell adhesion area after cell seeding for 4 h (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S3 and figure 2b). The SMCs kept round on all the PDADMAC-dominated surfaces, with very small spreading areas, i.e. $235 \pm 106$, and $301 \pm 181 \, \mu m^2$ per cell on the multilayers-1 and 2 M, respectively. By contrast, the cell spreading area on the multilayers-3 M ($2168 \pm 1508 \, \mu m^2$) was largest, and then decreased to $1053 \pm 964 \, \mu m^2$ and $1067 \pm 722 \, \mu m^2$ ($p < 0.05$) on the multilayers-4 and 5 M, respectively. After the culture time was extended to 24 h, the cell spreading area on all the multilayers was improved to some extent, but the relative values between each other kept unchanged (figure 2b).

3.4. Cell proliferation

The cell proliferation was quantified by cell number (figure 2c), MTT assay (figure 2d) and cell cycle analysis (figure 2e). During the first 4 h, the cell numbers on all the multilayers were very close to each other, except a significant higher number on the multilayers-3 M ($p < 0.05$) (figure 2c). After 24 and 48 h, the cell numbers were increased on all the sample surfaces, but were more significant on the multilayers treated with 3, 4 and 5 M NaCl solutions ($p < 0.05$). Again, the multilayers-3 M had a significantly larger number of cells regardless of the culture time ($p < 0.05$). The cell viability showed a similar pattern as that of the cell number, i.e. highest on the multilayers-3 M at both 24 and 48 h ($p < 0.05$). However, compared with its doubled cell number, the viability (figure 2d) was increased only about 25 per cent. This inconsistency is likely caused by the larger number of cells, the so-called inhibitory effect by cell confluence [45].

Figure 1. Cell migration on the salt-treated (PSS/PDADMAC)$_n$ multilayers. (a) Random cell migration trajectories on the multilayers post-treated with 1, 3 and 5 M NaCl solutions, respectively. (b) Cell migration rates averaged from greater than or equal to 15 cells on TCPS and the salt-treated multilayers. (c) The relative migration ability of cells on TCPS and the salt-treated multilayers. The relative migration ability is defined as the ratio of cell migration distance to its characteristic length. Asterisks indicate significant difference, which is determined by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) in the Origin software. The statistical significance of asterisks is set as $p < 0.05$ and the Tukey means comparison method is performed.
The cell cycle is a series of events that can induce cell division and duplication, comprising interphase (gap1, G1), synthesis (S), gap2 (G2) and mitosis (M) phases [46]. Generally, three stages are discerned: G0/G1, S and G2/M. Only one set (2n for SMCs) and duplicate set (4n) of DNAs are present during the G0/G1 and G2/M phases, respectively, whereas an intermediate amount (2n–4n) can be found during S phase [47]. The cells cultured on the TCPS for 24 h displayed a large portion of S and G2/M phases (figure 2e), suggesting active DNA synthesis and cell duplication. On all the sample surfaces, only the cells cultured on the multilayers-3 M exhibited a very similar distribution of cell phases as those on the TCPS (p > 0.05), demonstrating its good cell compatibility.

By contrast, the cells cultured on the multilayers-1 and 2 M were mostly trapped in the G0/G1 phase, although their S and G2/M phases were increased slightly at a higher NaCl concentration. When the cells were cultured on the multilayers-4 and 5 M, their G0/G1 phase were further decreased but still significantly higher than those of cells cultured on the TCPS and the multilayers-3 M (p < 0.05).

3.5. Organization of focal adhesions and cytoskeleton

The physical links between the outside and inside of a cell are mainly tuned by integrins [48]. The focal adhesions contain a high concentration of activated and...
engaged integrins. Basically, the cell migration rate is inversely correlated with the cell focal adhesions, which are tuned by cytoskeleton reorganization and intracellular signalling, and are commonly required for the other cellular events such as cell adhesion, spreading, survival, proliferation and differentiation [49,50]. The focal adhesions after cell migration for 12 h (or seeding for 24 h) were investigated by staining vinculin (associated with focal adhesions) and F-actin (the major membrane-cytoskeletal protein in focal adhesions; figure 3). On the multilayers-3 M, some large vinculin clusters (figure 3c(ii), arrow indicated) were clearly visible, indicating that many focal adhesion plaques in the cells are assembled and then matured to be more stable structures, which can also be observed for the well spreading cells cultured on TCPS or glass [51]. The actin filaments of cells on the multilayers-3 M were clustered and distributed throughout the entire area of the cell, displaying actin stress fibres of high tension (figure 3c(iii)). Some focal adhesion plaques could also be observed on the multilayers-4 and 5 M (figure 3d(ii), e(ii), arrow indicated), but most of them preferentially localized to the leading edge. Moreover, actin stress fibres as those on the multilayers-3 M could not be observed (figure 3d(iii), e(iii)), but the formation of actin branches could be observed at the cell leading edge, which can drive the formation of a broad lamellipodia and protrusion in the direction of migration. In contrast, neither distinct focal adhesion plaques nor stressed actin fibres were observed on the multilayers-1 and 2 M (figure 3a,b). However, actin polymerization was formed to produce some cell protrusions, especially on the multilayers-1 M.

3.6. Gene expression

The cellular response is mediated by the gene expression. Fibronectin and laminin are two major extracellular matrix glycoproteins governing cell adhesion, spreading and migration, and FAK is an intracellular kinase localizing to focal adhesions and regulating both cellular adhesion and antipoptotic survival signalling [52,53]. Figure 4a shows that the relative mRNA levels of fibronectin, laminin and FAK for the cells cultured on the multilayers-1 M were markedly decreased to 14 per cent, 21 per cent and 27 per cent of those on TCPS (p < 0.05), respectively. The mRNA levels of laminin and FAK were obviously decreased for the cells cultured on the multilayers-3 and 5 M, but the mRNA level of fibronectin was enhanced compared with that on TCPS.

Myosins comprise a family of ATP-dependent motor proteins and are best known for their roles in muscle contraction and involvement in a wide range of other eukaryotic motility processes. Myosin II is the subfamily responsible for producing tension between the front and the rear of a cell from the interaction with actin filaments [54,55]. Cdc42 is active toward the leading edge of migrating cells and regulates cell polarity [56]. Both inhibition and global activation of Cdc42 can disrupt the directionality of migration [57]. Figure 4b shows that the mRNA levels of myosin IIA, an important protein in myosin II family, was significantly enhanced for the cells cultured on the multilayers-3 M but significantly weakened for the cells cultured on the multilayers-1 and 5 M (p < 0.05). The mRNA level of Cdc42 was obviously decreased for the cells cultured on the multilayers-3 M but slightly increased for the cells cultured on the multilayers-1 and 5 M (p < 0.05).

4. DISCUSSION

The earlier-mentioned results demonstrate a V-shape pattern of SMC migration rate or relative migration ability and other related cellular events as a function of salt concentration during multilayer treatment. The SMCs migrate slowest on the multilayers-3 M, which are closest to those on TCPS, with the best spreading morphology and abundant focal adhesion plaques. By contrast, the cells migrate fastest on the multilayers-5 M. Migration can be modulated by many factors, including the existence of soluble and immobilized chemical cues and substrate properties [7,15,58]. Taking all the results into consideration, the multilayer structures and properties such as surface chemistry, zeta potential, hydrophilicity and swelling may have significant influences on the different cell performance. Here the surface morphology shall not be taken into consideration because of its smaller variation (smaller than 10 nm) and the less relevant fact of monotonous decrease of surface roughness. Also, Lampin et al. reported that the roughness has less influence on cell migration [59].

Usually, cell motility is directly influenced by the formation and presence of focal adhesions. In order to migrate, a cell is required to form new adhesion points on its front (cell leading edge), and simultaneously to release the old ones in its rear [54]. These new adhesion points driven by actin polymerization are regarded as protrusions, which can extend and become lamellipodia or filopodia, and then be stabilized through focal adhesions [60]. Hence, for the cells cultured on the multilayers-4 and 5 M, the actin fibres were polymerized at the cell leading edge, accompanying the formation of focal adhesion plaques (shown by large vinculin clusters). These results reveal that the lamellipodia are formed and the focal adhesion plaques serve as traction sites for migration, both of which improve the cell migration rate (figure 3d,e). By contrast, for the cells cultured on the multilayers-3 M, many larger focal adhesion plaques were observed inside the cells (figure 3c(ii), arrow indicated), and the actin stress fibres crossed through the whole cell. The focal adhesions assembled significantly in most area of the cells can cause tight adhesion, disrupt release of the rear, and thereby inhibit cell motility and result in the slowest migration rate [50]. This result is consistent with the fact that the over-expression of vinculin reduces cell motility, whereas generally the cells expressing lower vinculin migrate much faster [61]. However, for the cells on the multilayers-1 and 2 M, the cell protrusions driven by actin polymerization and low expression of vinculin may promote cell movement to some extent (figure 3a,b), but their weak focal adhesions impair cell motility and cause a slower migration.
rate than that on the multilayers-5 M. Therefore, cell motility can be largely improved at moderate focal adhesion.

However, why are the focal adhesions significantly different among the cells cultured on the salt-treated multilayers? The cell adhesion results reveal that all
the SMCs cultured on the PSS-dominated surfaces have better performance than those on the PDADMAC-dominated surfaces (figure 2), confirming that the surface chemistry takes a major role in cell response such as live-cell ratio, spreading area, cell adhesion number and proliferation. In the serum-free culture medium, all the cells were dead on the PDADMAC-dominated surfaces (figure 2a; multilayers-1 and 2 M). It is known that the unbound segments of positive PDADMAC may extrude into the medium, and severely disturb the structures and functions of cell membranes as a result of combination with the negative membrane proteins and phospholipids, leading to severe cytotoxicity [62,63]. In the culture medium containing serum proteins, some of the unassociated segments of PDADMAC might be blocked by the adsorbed proteins, leading to the reduction of cytotoxicity. Nevertheless, the positively charged surface after protein adsorption still causes cell death to some extent (table 2) and the most severe down regulation of FAK (figure 4a). This result is also in good agreement with that of the cell cycle analysis (figure 2e), because the cells cultured on the PDADMAC-dominated multilayers are mostly trapped in the G0/G1 phase. Therefore, the cells that spread poorly on these surfaces produce a low level of genes for FAK and fibronectin (figure 4a), leading to the lower expression of focal adhesion-related proteins, i.e. vinculin (figure 3a,b), by contrast, the negatively charged surfaces dominated by PSS can interact with the cells and proteins in a more friendly way, and better maintain the natural conformation of the serum proteins. Thus, the cells produce a higher level of genes for fibronectin and FAK (figure 4a), and the focal adhesion-related proteins (figure 3c,d).

The surface chemistry has substantial influences on cell behaviours. Many surfaces with specific chemical compositions have been prepared and used to elucidate their influences on cell adhesion and migration. The extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, peptides and cell growth factors such as collagen [7], fibronectin [8], laminin [9], VEGF [10], bFGF [11] and RGD [12,13] can bind to the receptors on the cell surface, initiate intracellular signalling pathways and finally regulate cell functions. Therefore, they are widely used to enhance the cell adhesion and other functions. Other synthetic surfaces with different functional groups can also regulate cell behaviours. For example, human fibroblasts adhere stronger on carboxyl and amine than methyl, polyethylene glycol (PEG) and hydroxyl-terminated surfaces [64]. The osteoblasts migrate slower on thiol surfaces compared with oxidized thiol, quaternary amine and methyl surfaces [14]. In this study, we found that surfaces with positive charge, which induce cell apoptosis, can reduce cell mobility. Here, apparently the sulphonate group plays a major role in good cell adhesion and spreading.

With the same surface chemistry, the SMCs still show the best focal adhesion and spreading on the multilayers-3 M than on the other two PSS-dominated surfaces (multilayers-4 and 5 M). Other factors must come into play. Previous works demonstrate that surface wettability has a significant impact on cell behaviour, as evidenced by the fact that the cells usually grow well on a substrate with a contact angle of 50–70° [65]. In this study, the water contact angle of the multilayers-5 M is near 50°, but the cell growth is not as good as that on the multilayers-3 M (contact angle of 32°). Therefore, the wettability of the multilayers is not a major governing factor in our system. Besides, the thickness and stiffness/swelling may have significant influences on the cell behaviours. A stiffer underlying film has a smaller critical mechanosensing thickness for cells [66]. For example, when the PSS/PDADMAC multilayers are assembled in water with a low hydrated structure, the critical mechanosensing thickness for cells is less than 80 nm [67]. However, this critical thickness is enlarged to 1–2 μm or more on the soft gels [68]. In other words, the compositions of the multilayers play an important role too. Taking into the fact that cell adhesion on the thinner multilayers-5 M was poorer than that on the thicker multilayers-3 M, one can conclude that the swelling ratio or stiffness of the salt-treated multilayers plays a stronger role although the effect of thickness on cell migration cannot be absolutely excluded. In principle, the anchorage-dependent cells such as SMCs must adhere onto a substrate with enough strength before any other cellular events. On very soft surfaces such as the highly hydrated and swollen one, the substrate cannot provide strong enough adhesion force for the...
cells to anchor and spread. By contrast, a rigid substrate can provide enough adhesion force [6,69]. As shown in table 2, the multilayers-3 M displays the smallest swelling ratio, implying that it has the strongest stiffness in the culture medium. Therefore, the smallest swelling behaviour of the multilayers-3 M should play a major role in the best cell adhesion and proliferation, and the most obvious focal adhesion plaques in the cells. A previous study found that on the polyacrylamide hydrogel with a mechanical gradient and different concentrations of collagen (type I), the chemical signals have a more dominant role in regulating fibroblasts movement [67]. The present results demonstrate, however, that both the surface chemistry and swelling property are the governing factors for cell migration.

The cycle of cell migration can be divided into four phases: polarization, protrusion, traction and disassembly. When the cells extend their protrusions, cell polarity must take place, implying a difference in the front and rear of the cell [50,54]. Hence, besides focal adhesion, the expression of related genes on polarization and protrusion was analysed. Cdc42 can promote actin polymerization and then regulate cell polarity. As a master regulator of cell polarity, Cdc42 in cells cultured on the multilayers-1 and 5 M is upregulated (figure 4), inducing cell polarity and formation of protrusions in the cell front (figure 3a,e, texts and two heads arrows). Hence, more obvious lamellipodia on the multilayers-1 and 5 M can be observed, which should be responsible for the faster cell migration. Comparatively, the expression level of Cdc42 in the cells cultured on the multilayers-3 M is reduced, implying the weak polarization and restriction on formation of protrusions in the cell front. This is consistent with the immunostaining results (figure 3c(i)). Compared with those normally polarized cells with ruffled and fan-shaped protrusions at the leading edge and a traction point at the rear, the front and rear in these low polarized cells are not easily distinguished, which can explain the slower mobility on the multilayers-3 M. The cells on the multilayers-3 M display upregulated myosin IIa level, which is consistent with their highly spreading morphology because myosin II can promote the generation of tension between the front and back of a cell [54,55].

5. CONCLUSION

The study of cell migration behaviours on biomaterials surface is of paramount importance because it can reveal many physiological and pathological events and eventually guide the design of biomaterials with better performance in tissue regeneration. In this work, the physico-chemical properties of the PSS/PDADMAC multilayers were modulated by post-treatment with 1–5 M NaCl solutions. These resulting thin films were stable in the cell culture medium. We found that both the surface chemistry and swelling property, but not the surface roughness and surface wettability, play primary roles in cell migration.

On the positively charged surface (figure 5a, the multilayers-1 and 2 M), the SMCs have lower viability and smaller spreading extent owing to the surface cytotoxicity generated by the interactions of positively charged polymer chains and negatively charged cell membrane. Hence, the expression level of vinculin, FAK and fibronectin is reduced. Actin polymerization occurs in the front of lamellipodia, and thereby the cell polarity takes place and Cdc42 is upregulated. As a result of the weaker adhesion and enhanced polarity, SMCs have a moderate migration rate. The cells prefer to spread and proliferate on the PSS-dominated surfaces that are negatively charged (multilayers-3, 
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Figure 5. Scheme of the SMCs migration behaviours on the multilayers with different surface charge and swelling properties. (a) The SMCs have a moderate migration rate on the positively charged and hydrated surface (the multilayers-1 M). (b) The SMCs migrate slowest on the negatively charged and dehydrated surface (the multilayers-3 M). (c) The SMCs migrate fastest on the negatively charged and highly hydrated surface (the multilayers-5 M).
4 and 5 M), showing higher expression of fibronectin and FAK. In particular, the dehydrated multilayers-3 M can provide a strong adhesion force for the cells to anchor, so that the cell actin filaments distribute throughout the cells with well-organized focal adhesion plaques, resulting in stronger cell adhesion (figure 5b). The downregulation of Cdc42 causes lower cell migration. Hence, the cells display the slowest cell mobility, which is comparable with that on TCPS control. The same negatively charged but highly hydrated surface such as the multilayers-5 M, however, can effectively promote cell mobility (figure 5c). Actin fibres are formed at the cell leading edge, yielding broad lamellipodia and protrusions in the direction of migration. Meanwhile, most of the focal adhesion plaques localize on the leading edge, which is consistent with the upregulation of Cdc42, leading to a stronger forward force. Therefore, the cells migrate fastest on this surface.

These basic principles may provide a profound understanding of cell–materials interactions and new guidelines for the design of advanced biomaterials in regenerative medicine. For example, in some vascular surgeries, the excessive migration of SMCs results in restenosis and intimal hyperplasia, especially for small diameter blood vessel tissue engineering. In this situation, dehydrated and negatively charged surfaces such as the multilayers-3 M could be used to reduce the cell migration rate. In other cases, stronger SMC migration ability on biomaterials can enhance tissue regeneration such as in an abdominal wall replacement model. In this regard, highly swelling and negatively charged surfaces such as the multilayers-5 M could be an optimal choice.
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